Greensboro 1-Aug--2020

Recommendation letter for Mona Säverhag, NioTechnology AB

“I first met Mona Säverhag in 2015 when I started in Project Office North America as a Project Planner
with very little experience in scheduling. Mona was assigned as my virtual global mentor on top of my
local onsite mentor. Due to Mona’s extensive scheduling knowledge, experienced soft skills, and
supportive coaching abilities, my learning curve was extensively reduced from 3-6 months to 6-12weeks.
Her encouragement and ability to see potential in others when I didn’t have the confidence in myself,
helped me to take on the challenge of two New Trucks Projects valued at +500MUSD within 6 weeks
start. She quickly became my main mentor instead of the local site mentor.
Her expert coaching skills developed me into an expert planner on my site from 2015-2017 and it
naturally evolved to into an exchanging of best practices relationship. Her natural abilities to make
others feel at eases and being open to learning made the evolution seamless and truly appreciated.
Mona’s empathy and compassion as a loving human made her into a close friend when I travelled to the
Goteborg site over the years. She took the extra effort of making me feel welcomed in her own home
with her family over the years as well.
In early-mid 2019, I came to Sweden on a short term assignment and became an acting manager
responsible for the Project Planner/Project Assurance team, which Mona was on. I was truly worried and
cautious of how our relationship would be tested and to my surprise, it became even closer. She
continued to mentored me in a very respectful manner and always there for me when needed. Mona will
always guide you, challenge you, provide feedback, and support you in all aspects of both professional
and personal aspirations.
Mona is an experienced planner, knowledgeable mentor, supportive coach, and an amazing friend, who I
can always come to for advice with full confidence. Mona is a great role model in both my personal and
professional life and highly recommend Mona for any roles that keeps her challenged and always
learning. “
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